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Balloon 712 moves to Crich

Friday March 26th saw a historic day for the future of Blackpool’s
trams: the very first Balloon car departed the depot at Rigby
Road for pastures new, with Balloon 712 (or, as it will be known
now, 249) leaving for Crich Tramway Village.
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30 Years of Heaton Park

The Heaton Park Tramway celebrated it’s 30th Anniversary towards the end of March, and we mark
this momentus occasion with a series of special
features covering the tramway’s 30 year history.
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Preservation Page - Page 10
Events Diary - Page 30
And Finally - Page 31
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Heaton Park: The Fleet - Page
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Specials...

Regulars...

What’s inside...

The Trams of Heaton Park:
Past, Present and Future
MTMS tramcars all
displayed on one page!
Which ones can you identify? Turn to page 14 to find
out which is which and full
photo credits! Various
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Welcome

I must start this month with an apology! Since the last edition was released in mid-March I have received several emails that
I am still to respond to! A complete lack of time to do just about anything at the moment has been preventing me from
getting to them, however I am now starting to clear through the backlog that has formed. I’d like to apologise to everyone
who has emailed - they’ve not gone unread! - and I will do my best to reply to every single one by the end of next week. If
you’ve not got a response by then please drop me a quick reminder; there’s every chance that I may have missed it.
I’d like to thank Andrew (As ever!) for holding the fort whilst I was away skiing for a week, and for his continued help in the
preparation of each edition! He’ll probably shoot me when he reads this but without his hard work each month there would
probably not be a magazine - he’s the brains behind it, I’m just the front man!
Since the last edition was released the tramway year has come to a ‘proper’ start, with the Heaton Park 30th Anniversary
celebrations (much more on these contained within - thanks to Andrew, John Whitehouse and the rest of the Heaton Park
gang, past and present, for their help with this), Blackpool re-opening and Crich 1940s weekend - More on these last two in
our ‘Easter Weekend Supplement’ which will be out shortly!
If that’s not enough, in just a few days time the first of many spectacular events with visiting tramcars is due to take place at
the Beamish Museum in County Durham. ‘Power from the Past’ this year sees a works car theme on the tramway side, with
Leeds 6 visiting from Heaton Park, Cardiff 131 visiting from Crich and the museum’s own Blackpool Marton Box 31 being repainted for four days only as Blackpool works car 4. Little-known Blackpool tower wagon 749 (featured in Tramways Monthly
last year after coverage of 2009’s ‘Power from the Past’ Event) will also be making an appearance from storage,and it is
hoped to pose the wagon with the three other works cars during the event. The event runs from Thursday 15th April to Sunday 18th April, and we hope to bring you exclusive coverage from most of the event days - both live on our Twitter feed and
in the May edition of the magazine. Thursday will also see the long-withdrawn Sheffield 264 making an appearance on the
street as part of a corporate event, and this day is due to be covered by Gareth Prior from British Trams Online. TM’s Andrew
will be there at some point during the event, while I plan to be covering the weekend, when I will be attending as part of
the Tramway Museum Workshop Team with Cardiff 131. I’d just like to thank everyone who has helped make this opportunity
possible for me, and if anyone is attending on Saturday or Sunday please feel free to come and say ‘Hi!’ - I’ll be the 17 year
old in overalls!
Enjoy the magazine!
Jack Gordon - 15/04/10
Editor - jack.gordon@tramways-monthly.com
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Trams return to Blackpool

As expected, the Blackpool tramway reopened for business on 2nd April (Good Friday) after the winter closure. Trams only ran between Pleasure Beach and Cleveleys due to the mass theft of overhead wires, and the ongoing trackwork which is continuing south of the Pleasure Beach.
The week prior to this saw intensive testing and training runs take place with a varied selection of trams out, including Standard 147 which was
used for conductor training purposes on three consecutive days!

Average Tram Output for Week 1:

10.5

trams per day

ALAN ROBSON

Below is the current working timetable for the
Blackpool & Fleetwood (well, Cleveleys!) Tramway, not including ‘timecard’ specials (We have
been unable to get details of these, however if
any reader can contribute them we would like
to receive them) - a full day-by-day rundown of
the Easter period can be seen in our Easter 2010
Supplement.

ALAN ROBSON

On the first day of passenger services, a 20 minute timetabled service ran using driver-only Centenary cars. This was reduced to a mere 30
minute frequency during the evening, with the last departure for Cleveleys setting off from Pleasure Beach at a ridiculously early 9:51pm, and
all trams due back in depot by 11:05pm! Combine that with the late start for the trams which has been in place for the last couple of years,
and the usefulness of the tram service is certainly taking a battering once again, making the competing promenade bus service all the more
appealing. This timetable is likely to operate until trams are able to run to Fisherman’s Walk again, which will hopefully happen by the end of
May.

Cleveleys - Pleasure Beach

CL:
0840 0900 0920 0940 THEN AT 00 20 40
1700 1720 1740 1804 1815 1834 1904 THEN AT 34 04
2134 2204 2234
BP:
0851 0911 0931 0951 THESE 11 31 51
1711 1731 1751 1815 1826 1845 1915 THESE 45 15
2145 2215 2245
NP:
0903 0923 0943 1003 MINS 23 43 03 UNTIL 1723 1743 1803 1827 1838 1857 1927 MINS 57 27 UNTIL 2157 2227 2257
RR: 0742 0802 0842 0902 0911 0931 0951 1011 PAST 31 51 11
1731 1751 1811 1835 1846 1905 1935 PAST 05 35
2205 2235 2305
PB: 0750 0810 0850 0910 0919 0939 0959 1019 EACH HOUR 39 59 19
1739 1759 1819 1843
1913 1943 EACH HOUR 13 43
2213

Pleasure Beach - Cleveleys
PB:
RR:
NP:
BP:
CL:

0753 0813 0833 THEN AT 53 13 33
1753 1800 1821 1851 THEN AT 21 51
2121 2151 2221
0801 0821 0841 THESE 01 21 41
1801 1807 1828 1858 THESE 28 58
2128 2158 2228
0809 0829 0849 MINS 09 29 49 UNTIL 1809
1835 1905 MINS 35 05 UNTIL 2135 2205
0821 0841 0901 PAST 21 41 01
1821
1846 1916 PAST 46 16
2246 2216
0832 0852 0912 EACH HOUR 32 52 12
1831
1856 1926 EACH HOUR 56 26
2256 2226
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Cardiff 131 to visit Beamish

As mentioned in the Editor’s editorial, it has been announced that Cardiff 131 will be paying a whistlestop tour to the North East this month,
as it is expected to feature at the ‘Power from the Past’ Event that is
being held at the Beamish Museum between the 15th and 18th April
2010. The tram, which is a Crich resident, was only launched last May
following a major restoration, and so the visit of this tram is a major
coup for Beamish! 131 has been requested to participate because
this year’s event will mainly feature road & rail maintenance vehicles,
ranging from trams to road rollers, a steam lorry and much more.
At the Museum, 131 will join Leeds 6 from Heaton Park, as well as
Blackpool 31 (repainted in green works car livery) and the Blackpool
tower wagon 749. This promises to be an absolutely superb event, and
those involved in organising it deserve great acclaim for going to such
lengths to ensure that an excellent selection of vehicles will be on display and in operation.
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Easter 2010 Supplement Now Out!

Also now available is our ‘Easter 2010’ Supplement - a look at some
of the tramway goings-on over the 2010 Easter Period. Featuring
all of the trams to run in Blackpool, the Crich 1940s Event and even
a couple of surprises, this special edition is now available to download for free from our website at http://www.tramways-monthly.
com - we hope you enjoy it!

Balloon 703 has identity crisis!

The Lancastrian Transport Trust have announced that their preserved
Blackpool Balloon car 703 is to go to Beamish Museum on a five-year
loan. Even more exciting is the news that the tram will be painted in Sunderland Corporation red & cream livery! The tram is already in the Paint
Shop at Blackpool, and the cost of repainting it is being jointly funded
by bus company Go-North East and Blackpool's own BusWorks. A computer generated image, giving an impression of how 703 will look once
completed, can be seen on the LTT web blog: http://ltt-news.blogspot.
com/.

ANDREW WADDINGTON

Sunderland formerly had some double-deck streamlined trams which
looked very similar to Blackpool's Balloons, in particular car 99, which
sadly was scrapped many years ago, so the repaint of 703 to resemble
it will effectively be recreating a lost piece of history. It is not yet known
exactly when the tram will depart, but it is believed that plans are underway for it to perform a very special tour before it goes - which will
probably be the closest we will ever get to seeing a Sunderland car
operating in Blackpool!
Following completion of this work on 703, the LTT’s other Balloon car,
715, is also expected to pass through the workshops for some bodywork
attention, to be followed by the previously announced repaint in 1970s
style green & cream livery. It is hoped to have the tram back in service
in time for the Totally Transport weekend, which will see a few tram tours
held on Saturday 26th June (a day prior to the event itself). It is also
expected that this weekend will see the much anticipated launch of
Standard car 143.
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Balloon 249 heads for Crich

Blackpool Balloon car 249 (formerly known as 712) made history on
Friday 26th March, when it became the first Balloon car to leave the
seaside town permanently, after being acquired for the National Collection at the National Tramway Museum at Crich. The tram was fully
repainted in the original Green & Cream livery carried by the Balloon
trams in Blackpool Transport Services Ltd.’s workshops before it left
the town, and now takes pride of place in the new ‘Century of Trams’
Exhibition at the Museum.

SCOTT MOORE

After a speedy loading process on Blundell Street, the tram left Rigby Road earlier than was thought to be planned at approximately
10:30am on Friday 26th March, and arrived at Crich early the following day. As the tram was considered an ‘abnormal load’ and had to
avoid low bridges, the road trip took rather longer than a standard
car journey, but the important thing is that 249 arrived in Derbyshire
safe and sound. The tram was soon unloaded in the museum street,
and was moved into the workshop by Blackpool electric locomotive
717. There, the new arrival was treated to a wash to remove any effects of the rather grim weather which it met with during its journey
from Blackpool, in preparation to go on display in the Exhibition Hall. It
also had various other components re-attached after being removed
for transit.
That was not the end of the day’s excitement though, as Den Haag 1147 was then put on the low loader, turned around, and then unloaded
again! This tram is single-ended, and is also set to feature in the revised Exhibition Hall display. It was felt that the tram could be better displayed
if it was facing the other way, and so the opportunity to turn this whilst a low loader was on site was seized, making for a very productive day!
Both 249 and 1147 are now situated in the new Exhibition Hall at Crich, with visitors even being able to board the lower salloon on 249 via a
specially constructed platform. This is a welcome addition to the new Exhibition as it is often commented that the ability to board a ‘demic’
tram has been missing from the museum.

• More photographs of 249 being loaded up in Blackpool and on display at Crich can be seen in our special pictorial, beginning
on page 25.
• Readers may be interested to know that this is not the first Balloon to move away from Blackpool, or indeed the first at Crich. Balloon 710 visited the musuem back in 1985 with Boat 607 for the Tramway’s Centenary, being swapped for Glasgow 1297.
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More trams on the road!

JOHN WHITEHOUSE

2010 is promising to be a very busy year in terms of between the Heaton Park Tramway and Beamish Museum.
tramcar movements by road, and this has already
got underway with the greatly anticipated tram swap After operating during the Heaton Park 30th anniversary weekend, Leeds 6 was
transported to Beamish on Tuesday 30th March, arriving later that day. The tram will
stay there until August; the main purpose of its visit is to allow it to participate in the
upcoming ‘Power from the Past’ event along with other visiting works vehicles. Then
on Thursday 1st April, Beamish 196 was moved to Heaton Park in exchange for car 6.
The tram was unloaded at its new temporary home that morning and was taken for
a test run along the tramway the same day! 196 - which is actually a former Oporto
tram which has been restored in an unauthentic livery - then made its public debut
at Heaton Park on Easter Sunday when it operated alongside Manchester 765.
With the reversible horse tram Manchester L53 due to move to another local museum on loan shortly, and 765 going to Blackpool in exchange for Vanguard 619
before the summer, it’s certainly all happening at Heaton Park this year!
Leeds 6 became the first already-preserved tram to move by road of 2010, in a year that
is expected to see more tram moves than ever before. It is seen here being loaded up
at Heaton Park, prior to it setting off for Beamish.

Merseytravel have big plans for Birkenhead’s tramway

It has been reported that Merseytravel, the company who are taking over responsibility for the operation of the heritage tramway at Birkenhead from Wirral Council, are already planning ahead with some major expansions of the line being proposed.
The organisation is understood to be taking on a 99 year lease of the tramway and the depot/workshop premises at Taylor Street, and obviously are seeking to get their money’s worth out of the deal! The first phase of Merseytravel’s plans involve upgrading the current line and
extending it to Seacombe Ferry terminal. Future expansions may also see the trams reach Birkenhead Park via Hamilton Square. If these ambitious plans come to fruition, it is anticipated that more trams will be required to operate the expanded service, although whether this would
be modern vehicles or further heritage trams is not clear at this stage.
Neil Scales, who is the Director General of Merseytravel, has stated that the heritage tram operations in San Fransisco and Portland have been
a source of inspiration for the scheme, and that ‘Merseytravel has the legal capacity to take on the responsibility of a statutory street tramway
and has the skill, imagination and commitment from in-house and consultant teams to maintain and develop it’.
Our thanks go to Tramways Monthly reader Tony Packwood for supplying us with this information.
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The 2010 operating season is now in full swing at Crich Tramway Village.
The Town End terminus, which was closed to traffic since last October, is
finally back in use following completion of the winter trackwork and other
improvements, such as moving back the nearby bank and resurfacing part
of the area; this project had been delayed quite considerably due to the
appalling weather of recent months. Good Friday then witnessed the reopening of the grand Exhibition Hall, although the displays inside will not be
fully completed until the end of May when an official opening ceremony is
expected. This means that Blackpool Balloon 249 (latterly 712) is now on display to the public in its new home, and it is especially pleasing to note that
visitors are being allowed to board the tram and look inside the lower deck.

JACK GORDON

Crich Tramway Village news round-up

Easter also saw one of the ever-popular 1940s themed events held at
Crich, with a number of trams sporting ‘blackout’ headlamp masks, including London Transport 1622 which also received window netting, as
many trams did during the wartime era. The village was extremely busy
for this, the first major event of the year, and trams were reportedly carrying full standing loads throughout the day! Despite a few teething
problems with Leeds 180, newly returned to service following an overhaul, on Easter Sunday it was a highly enjoyable and succesful event
which has set the tone for another promising year at Crich.

Blackpool event announcements

The Fylde Tramway Society have just announced details of their annual Convention weekend in Blackpool, which is set to take place between
30th April & 3rd May (the May Day Bank Holiday weekend). The usual package of tram tours, a guided workshop tour, members’ dinner and
the Society’s Annual General Meeting will take place. On Sunday 2nd May, Twin Set 672+682 will operate as much of a full system tour as is
currently possible, accompanied by Jubilee car 761 (the Tramways Monthly Editor isn’t responsible for this tour, honest!), giving the chance to
see two orange trams together. The following day a shuttle service is scheduled to operate using Brush car 622 and Coronation 660. This will
be a rare outing for 660 which only had one passenger-carrying outing last year, which was an enthusiast tour on the final day of the season,
whilst 622 may or may not be in this year’s operating fleet.
As previously reported, a number of tram tours are set to take place on Saturday 26th June, which is of course the day before Totally Transport.
The Lancastrian Transport Trust have stated that they hope to launch Standard 143 on this day, and it is also anticipated that up to three other
visiting trams will arrive in time to operate that weekend.
Finally, a few more details on the main anniversary events week in September are starting to trickle out. We believe that a number of trams
from the LTT collection will be used for enthusiast tours on Thursday 23rd & Friday 24th September, with Monday 27th & Tuesday 28th seeing the
cars that have been borrowed from museums taking their turn in the spotlight. Please note that the final details for the events week have not
yet been revealed, but we will share them with you as soon as an announcement is made!
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Jet2.gone

Blackpool Centenary car 645 has lost its all-over advert livery for jet2.com, just one
year after this advert was first applied. The tram has had its advert vinyls removed, but
interestingly has received white end ‘V’ shapes at each end, which have greatly enhanced its appearance. The talking point amongst enthusiasts at the moment seems
to be whether or not this addition to 645’s otherwise plain livery was inspired by the
Sunderland livery repaint on Balloon 703!

ALAN ROBSON
Err... What?! Unfortunately, Sunderland hasn’t become the latest
city to join the light rail ‘craze’, and this is in fact the new livery
applied to Centenary car 645 in Blackpool after it’s previous ‘Jet2.
com’ advertising contract was cancelled.

Merseytram update

Work has now commenced on a Merseyside Park & Ride
scheme, and Compulsory Purchase Orders were made in February for land along the proposed route of Merseytram Line
1, according to a report in ‘Tramways & Urban Transit’. These
measures were taken so as to make sure that Parliamentary
powers to build the line do not expire before the actual construction work starts. As the light rail system is not yet built, the
facility will initially be used to provide parking space for over
600 cars for football matches to the Liverpool and Everton
Grounds, and so will prove useful in the short-term as well as
when the line hopefully opens.

The loss of 645’s advert, along with those previously reported, means that just three of
the eight Centenary cars are in an advertising livery - surely a bad sign for the tramway which relies heavily on advertising income?

New home tor two Douglas trams

A new Isle of Man museum, the Jurby Transport Museum, is due to open at Easter and
will feature two vintage trams on display there, both of which were previously housed
in the Douglas horse tramway depot. The trams are Douglas cable car 72/73 (the
double fleet numbers indicate the fact that this restored car is made up of the remains
of two old trams!) and Douglas horse tram 22. The latter car has been used as a tram
shop since 1978 and is expected to continue in this role at its new home. The museum
is being run by the Manx Transport Trust and will allow the public to get better views
of the cable car which has very rarely operated; however presumably this move will
prevent it from seeing any more use on the horse tramway in the future.

The Boats are back in town!

Mild weather over the Easter break saw the welcome use of a few open trams at
Blackpool. The first taste of this came on Easter Sunday when ‘Princess Alice’ 706 had a
surprise outing. Better yet, even warmer weather on Saturday 10th April prompted the
use of Open Boat cars 602 & 604, which both worked promenade specials between
Pleasure Beach and North Pier. 604 also put in an appearance on the evening of Sunday 11th April. These are currently the only two Boat cars that are available for service
- 600 is still under overhaul, 605 is fully serviceable but has been sold to the Lancastrian
Transport Trust and is unlikely to run in Blackpool this year, and 607 is set to move to
Crich after five and a half years in store.

It is hoped that the open cars will continue to run at weekends (weather permitting
of course), as they do attract extra custom from interested passers-by who may have
Our thanks go to Tony Packwood for providing this information normally walked along the seafront, as well as from tram enthusiasts.

to us.
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Pantograph 167

TONY WADDINGTON

The flagship project of the Lancastrian Transport
Trust has made spectacular progress during March.
The kit of parts for the upper deck have finally been
delivered to Brinwell Road depot, and were virtually assembled within two days of arriving! This has
not completely removed the volunteers’ attentions away from the bottom deck however, which
is almost ready to be transported to Rigby Road
for completion, where it will be reunited with its restored bogies. Application of the exterior gloss finish has now begun, with the dash panels looking
very striking in red! A trial fit of the top deck then
took place on March 31st, so that measurements
could be made for the internal partitions; this will
be removed before transfer to Rigby Road however.

PRESERVATION PAGE

Work continues on preparing this car for service, and it recently
regained its trolley pole. Some finishing touches to the paintwork are still awaiting completion, but work on this car should
progress now that the entire Crich running fleet for 2010 have
been commissioned.
JA

CK

The overhaul of this car in the Crich workshop is now complete,
and after completing some satisfactory test runs, 180 made a
welcome return to service on Monday 29th March. Whilst out
of service it has received some minor paintwork attention, and
these minor livery alterations have in fact made it’s appearance much more historically accurate than it was before.

Brush 632
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Leeds 180

STEVEN HUGHES

Not content with their many other projects, plans are now afoot
to run 632 in Blackpool this year after a five year absence! The tram is to be painted in
half green/half cream (similar to 626), but with the added attraction of roof advert boxes,
which will be illuminated! This will allow it to advertise its sponsors who have helped to fund
its return to service, without spoiling the tram itself. The car was admitted to the Paint Shop
at the end of March, where it is keeping fellow LTT car 703 company!
This tram has remained under attention in the lean-to shed at Beamish Museum. Following renewal of the lower body side panels, the car received its initial green undercoat
and has now been treated to its green gloss finish, enabling it to portray its later guise as
engineering car 4 for the ‘Power from the Past’ event this month. The tram will debut for a
photo shoot on Thursday 15th April. 31’s spell in green livery is set to be very brief however;
it is due to re-enter the works after the weekend events for repainting back into 1920s red
Thanks to the success of the shareholder scheme & white colours.
Marton 31
to raise funds to carry out some remedial work on
Amsterdam 474 During the winter period, the volunteers at the East Anglia Trans715, Blackpool Transport have agreed that the
tram will pass through the workshops in May, which port Museum have been carrying out some work on the roof of this tram in an attempt to
will hopefully allow the tram to be outshopped in prevent it from leaking. Unfortunately, some stripping of the roof revealed that the only
1970s green & cream livery in time for the ‘Totally realistic long-term solution to this problem will be to renew the entire roof canvas. As the
Transport’ event weekend. It is also planned for the tram is required for service this season a temporary repair has been carried out which will
car’s end domes to be replaced. Balloon 715 hopefully see 474 good until time is available to carry out a proper repair.

The Snaefell Mountain Railway
The Snaefell Mountain Railway
opens for the season on
Saturday 24 April
Why not take the opportunity to take a trip to the top of the
Island. There are regular departures from Laxey Station with
connecting Manx Electric Railway Trams and Bus Vannin
Services.
Refreshments are available from the Laxey Station Café and
Snaefell Summit Hotel, but remember to take your coat and
wrap up warm as it can be quite chilly during the early part of
the season!
We look forward to seeing you during the season.
The Snaefell Mountain Railway operates daily from Saturday
24th April to Sunday 3rd October (subject to weather
conditions).
Further information can be obtained by:

Telephone: 01624 662525
Email:
heritagerailways@gov.im
Websites:
www.gov.im/tourism
www.iombusandrail.info

• The Snaefell Mountain Railway has a 3' 6"
gauge incorporating the "Fell" centre rail
braking system and is powered by overhead
wires carrying 550 volts DC. The line which is
approximately 5 miles long was constructed in
just seven months and opened in 1895.
• Leaving Laxey the Snaefell line climbs up an
average gradient of 1 in 12 on its way to the
Summit which is over 2000ft above sea level.
• There is one intermediate stop on the Snaefell
Mountain Railway which is at the Bungalow
where the track crosses the world famous Isle
of Man TT Races Course.
• From the Summit, on a clear day, you can get
a spectacular view of seven kingdoms which
are Mann, England, Ireland, Scotland, Wales,
Heaven and Sea.

The Heaton Park Tramway: History

By Andrew Waddington

MTMS ARCHIVES
Work in progress on unearthing the Heaton Park branch line,
which had spent many years buried under tarmac, is seen
in progress here. The scene is dominated by the former tram
shelter which subsequently became a combined depot, museum and gift shop.

Manchester’s Heaton Park Tramway is totally unique in Britain, as it is the only example of a preserved tramway line. Whereas other locations have working tramways
where museum cars are able to run, Heaton Park is different as part of the tramway
was actually a branch line dating from the days of Manchester’s original trams. This
short section of track had been used to transport Sunday School parties to the park,
where they could enjoy the delightful grounds surrounding Heaton Hall. The track remained in situ after the Manchester tram system closed down, hidden under a layer
of tarmac, and seemingly forgotten forever...

Meanwhile, a group of local tramway enthusiasts, who later became known as the
Manchester Transport Museum Society, had been formed with the principle aim of
restoring the only surviving example of a Manchester single-deck ‘California’ car.
This unusual tram featured a mix of open air seating (aimed at smokers), with a central saloon featuring longitudinal wooden benches. The car in question, Manchester 765, had been discovered on a Huddersfield farm, and was extensively restored
back to its original glory in its native city.

An ambitious proposal was put forward in the 1970s, to unearth the short branch line in Heaton Park, and operate a vintage tram service over
it. Obviously, all good tramways need somewhere to house their trams, and luckily a suitable building was already present in the shape of an
incredibly extravagant tram shelter! This building, dating from 1905, was adapted to house about three trams (depending on size); this work was
undertaken in 1976. With co-operation from the local Council, preparations for the return of trams to Manchester went well. The Manchester
Tramway Company Ltd. was formed as a joint venture between the MTMS and Manchester City Council., and the project was complete by the
end of 1979. The ultimate aim of all this, was to run 765 in its home city, and after spending two years in service at the Crich Tramway Museum,
it returned home in 1979. However, the MTMS were aware that it would be unwise to have just one tram to operate the line, despite its limited
opening times. Therefore, a second tram was borrowed from Crich, with Blackpool & Fleetwood ‘Box’ car 40 of 1914 being chosen.
The Lord Mayor of Manchester was present for the official re-opening of the short stretch of track in March 1980, with 765 inaugurating the ‘new’
tramway. Box car 40 soon joined it in service following an overhaul, as it had been in storage for a number of years and was therefore not able
to run straight away.
Since opening, the track has been extended twice – first reaching a point known as ‘Whitegate’, for the simple reason that there is a white gate
nearby (that makes sense)! The second extension was completed by 1990, and saw the trams reach the boating lake in the park, where a twotrack layout was constructed, so that one tram could be stabled there whilst another loaded. The rest of the system consists mainly of single
track, apart from part of the original section where there are two lines in parallel. There is also a short siding, a number of crossovers, and a set

of points leading to another single line which connects the main line to the
tram depot.

MTMS ARCHIVES

The total length of the tramway is currently about half a mile; however, plans exist to extend it, and it is hoped to proceed beyond the road
crossing adjacent to the present Lakeside terminus in the near future using track obtained from a few different sources. Ultimately, it is hoped to
expand the tramway operation considerably with more extensions that
may one day connect the tramway up to the Metrolink system, giving a
continuous transport link, and also to the nearby Heaton Hall. Naturally,
this will require a considerable amount of money, but considering some
of what the MTMS has achieved already, it is certainly achievable! Another major development planned for the future is a second, much larger
depot, which will ultimately house an expanded fleet of trams which will
be needed to operate the system. One day, hopefully, historic trams will
run through Heaton Park daily, and with this in mind, it was announced Believe it or not, this is how Manchester 765 looked when it was acearlier this year that the Society had agreed to purchase four redundant quired for preservation! The forlorn remains of the tram are seen here at
Blackpool trams. These are expected to take over the majority of the Crich before being brought back to Manchester for restoration.
work when these expansions become reality, as trams such as 765 are not really considered suitable for the pressures of such regular operation.
This historic image shows work in hand on laying the reserved track
Turning to the trams themselves, and the MTMS currently have ten cars in
from White Gate to Lakeside.

MTMS ARCHIVES

their collection, of which four are on site at the time of writing. As well as the
aforementioned 765, the other main passenger service car is Hull 96, which
entered service at the park following restoration in 1988, and has more recently been restored in its later guise as Leeds 6. By far the most unusual and
historically significant tram in the collection however, is Manchester L53, the
only working example of an Eades reversible horse tramcar. The completion
of the restoration of this fantastic tram in 2008 was arguably the Society’s
greatest accomplishment to date, and has resulted in considerable extra
publicity for their activities. Also present is Blackpool 752, a small works car
which was donated to the MTMS by Blackpool Transport in 2008 and is used
for various engineering duties.
Also owned by the Society are four Blackpool trams – Brush Railcoach 623,
Ex-Towing Railcoach 680, and Balloons 702 & 704. Another Mancunian is
the 1901-built Manchester 173, which can be seen on display at the nearby
Greater Manchester Museum of Transport, but will eventually join L53 & 765
at Heaton Park to represent another chapter in the story of Manchester’s
trams. The final car is Rawtenstall 23, a four-wheel single decker that is stored
in kit form awaiting restoration as a long-term project. In addition to these
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vehicles, Blackpool ‘Boat’ 600 also visited the park between 1985 and 1997, to compensate
for the loan of Manchester 765 to Blackpool for that tramway’s centenary celebrations, and
further visitors are expected in Manchester during the year ahead.

The completed Lakeside terminus, with Blackpool
‘Boat’ 600 having its trolley turned by a volunteer
conductor, as Hull 96 exits the passing loop. Part of
this area has recently become a mini-permanent
way site ready for work to commence on another
extension.

MTMS ARCHIVES
Seen from the adjacent embankment, we take one
last look at the elaborate tram depot close to the
Middleton Road park entrance gates.

This article only summarises the excellent work that has done by the MTMS at Heaton Park over
the last three decades. The tramway is manned entirely by volunteers and is open every Sunday for most of the year; for full details please visit their website. Visitors can always be sure of
a friendly welcome, and the atmosphere at this delightful tramway is truly unbeatable! So, if
you’ve never been before, why not consider making a trip to Heaton Park during 2010 to witness some of the exciting developments in hand for yourself? I myself first visited in 1993 and
didn’t return until 2008 because ‘nothing ever changes there’ – however, I can assure readers
that this is definitely no longer true. So much so that I’ve visited several times since then, and
I’m now well and truly hooked on this tramway! With such exciting plans for the future, there is
always something new to see and do at the park, and this is a tramway that is most definitely
worth supporting, as if only half of their plans come to fruition, then it will become even better
than ever before.
No. Identity
1

Blackpool Open Boat 600, Alan
Robson

2

Blackpool Balloon 702, Alan Robson

3

Rawtenstall 23, MTMS Archives

4

Blackpool Balloon 704, Tony Waddington

5

Beamish 196, Tony Waddington

6

Manchester Eades Reversible
Horse Car L53, Tony Waddington

7

Manchester 765, Tony Waddington

8

Blackpool Brush 623, Alan Robson

9

Blackpool Open-top Balloon 706,
Andrew Waddington

10

Blackpool Railcoach 680, Tony
Waddington

11

Blackpool Box 40, Alan Robson

12

Blackpool Vanguard 619, Alan
Robson

13

Leeds 6, Tony Waddington

14

Stockport 5, Tony Waddington

15

Blackpool Railgrinder 752, Tony
Waddington

16

Manchester 173, Tony Waddington

On the cover...

The Heaton Park Tramway: The Trams

No less than seven different trams have now operated on the Heaton Park Tramway since it
was officially opened in 1979, with Manchester 765 being the first. This special photo feature
shows all of the trams, as well as giving some background information on them all, along
with a few facts that we hope you will find interesting!
◄◄ As explained elsewhere in this magazine, Manchester 765 was the tram that started it all for the Manchester Transport Museum Society! Whilst preparations were being
made for the re-opening of the Heaton Park branch line as a tourist attraction, 765
spent a few years operating at Crich, where this view was captured. The Museum
was a very different place back then – this scene was actually taken at the site of the
present day period street!

MTMS ARCHIVES

►► 765 then ran at the Park from the tramway’s opening until 1985, when it went to
Blackpool on loan for the tramway centenary, and is shown here being loaded up
for its journey by road. Of course, this scene will be repeated in a few short months,
as 765 is set to return to the seaside for the 2010 celebrations.
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By Andrew Waddington

◄◄ Our final shot of 765 shows it parked on the siding near the tram depot at
Heaton Park, in the company of fellow Manchester tram L53. This was taken near
the end of the day at the tramway’s recent 30th anniversary event; with both
trams due to depart soon this view is unlikely to be repeated for a while.

The second tram to enter service on the preserved tramway was Blackpool & Fleetwood ‘Box’ 40. Although of no direct relevance to Manchester, the MTMS felt that it would be unwise to ‘put all their eggs in one
basket’, and they therefore persuaded the Tramway Museum Society to
let them borrow a second tram as a back-up to assist 765. As 40 had not
run for several years it required fairly major renovation before it could
enter service, and this was carried out at the park – here we see a partially completed tram under attention in the depot.
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Box 40 commenced running at the park in 1982 and stayed until 1988
when it went to Blackpool on loan. After periods in store at both Crich
and Clay Cross, it returned to Blackpool yet again in 1996 ready for the
Blackpool & Fleetwood Tramroad centenary in 1998, and is still there
to this day. These two pictures from the 1980s show car 40, freshly outshopped from the works outside the tram depot at Heaton Park, and
also departing from Middleton Road.
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When car 765 went to Blackpool, another tram was sent to Manchester in exchange. This was Blackpool ‘Boat’ 600 which is seen arriving
at the tramway in 1985. This differs from the other Open Boats as it has
lower sides, which earned it the nickname of ‘Little Willy’. 600 was repainted before going out on loan, and also lost its trolley tower which
would have made it too tall to fit in the tram shed at the park! Originally expected to be a short-term loan, 600’s visit was extended even
after 765 came home, and the tram proved very popular until 1996
when it had to be withdrawn after suffering a major electrical defect.
This led to it being returned to Blackpool where it has been repainted
in its original livery, and is currently being refurbished for continued
use on the upgraded tramway. Both scenes of 600 in service at the
park were taken near the depot, and show 600 in a line-up with Hull
96 and Box 40 (just about visible behind 600), and the Boat in the
company of Manchester 765.

MTMS ARCHIVES

After the two Blackpool cars, the next tram to arrive was a long-term resident
in the shape of Hull 96. This unusual tram began life as an open top doubledecker but was later converted into a single-deck works car and sold to Leeds
Corporation where it became the last tram to pass through that city centre.
The tram was subsequently preserved by enthusiasts and restored at Salford in
single-deck guise, but fitted out as a passenger tram. It came to Manchester
in 1988 – co-inciding with Box 40’s departure – and was painted in Hull livery,
despite this being somewhat unauthentic, to emphasise its significance as the
only working Hull tramcar in existence.
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►► ▲▲ Our first views of 96 show the tram in its attractive Hull livery;
the second was taken at the nearby Metrolink depot where it was on
display for an open day in 1994. The opportunity was also taken to retyre the tram, making good use of the facilities there.

◄◄ 96 was treated to a second overhaul in 2008 and the opportunity was
taken to repaint it in grey Leeds works car livery, which was well received
by enthusiasts. The tram is depicted in its current guise, complete with
recently fitted platform doors, in April 2010, a few days before it moved to
Beamish Museum on loan.

Surely the most celebrated Heaton Park resident to date, has
been Manchester L53 – a tram that is certainly no stranger to
these pages! A long-term restoration project, it arrived at the
park in 1998 following Boat 600’s departure and progressed
steadily over the next ten years, finally entering service in
March 2008, giving the MTMS the unique claim of having the
only restored Eades reversible horse tram in the world, and
also giving them the opportunity to operate both horse drawn
and electric trams from Manchester together, on an original
section of tramway.
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L53 is pictured part way through its restoration, and again in
action with two horses at the recent 30th anniversary event.
The third photograph shows the tram disguised as Leeds 57
for last year’s Leeds Day, representing the long-lost Leeds
Eades cars. Incidentally, if you ever wondered what the ‘L’ in
L53 represents, it is for Longstaff Depot, where the tram was
housed in its heyday. The horse trams and buses’ fleet numbers in Manchester were preceded by a letter, indicating
which part of the system they worked on.

In these pictures, we see 752 in the bus yard at Rigby Road, just after being
put on a low loader for the journey from Blackpool to its current home. Since
then some remedial work has carried out on the bodywork, as can be seen
in the photo above, whilst the shot on the left shows 752 with its illuminations
for the most recent Heaton Park event.
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2008 was a very important year for the tramway, as not only was L53’s rebuild completed, but a new arrival also joined the permanent tram fleet.
This was Blackpool Railgrinder 752, the first works car to run there. After several years in store it was donated to the MTMS by Blackpool Transport and
pressed into service almost immediately following its arrival. It was primarily
acquired as a useful multi-purposes works vehicle, something that will be
very much needed when the tramway’s expansion plans become reality,
but is also of some local interest as its truck was built in Salford. Interestingly,
another identical works car was preserved by the Tramway Museum Society
many years ago, and some parts of this, including the wheelsets, have been
donated to Manchester 765!

The car arrived at Manchester on 1st April and is seen here on Middleton
Road, minutes before entering the park for the very first time. Later on that
day it was out for crew training and testing purposes, which is when the
accompanying pictures were taken.
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The most recent arrival is of course Beamish 196, which has come on
loan from (surprisingly enough) Beamish Museum to compensate for the
temporary loss of Leeds 6. This tram has an identity crisis, because Beamish never had a tram system until the museum opened, whilst the colour
scheme is based on the local Gateshead & District system. 196 actually hails from Oporto, and was originally brought to Britain as a potential
source of spare parts; however it was in such good condition that it was
decided to give it an overhaul and keep it as a useful winter car for the
Beamish tramway. A sister car also survives, but minus its truck which it
gave to Newcastle 114.

‘A Tale of Two Cakes’
(Or, the Heaton Park 30th Anniversary Event!)

By Andrew Waddington
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The final instalment of our Heaton Park special this month, comes in the shape of this
report on events to celebrate the tramway’s 30th anniversary – and in true Heaton
Park style, it was an occasion to remember for many different reasons! After a special
preview event for Manchester Transport Museum Society members on Saturday 27th
March, the main event was held on Sunday 28th March, with a wide range of activities
taking place throughout the day.
Thankfully the weather on the anniversary weekend was reasonably kind; despite a
cold wind, the sun shone and it stayed dry throughout. Sunday was a very busy day by
Heaton Park standards, indeed at times there were people being left behind at tram
stops! I’d certainly like to think that all of the effort that is being put into improving this
previously overlooked little tramway is starting to pay off in terms of visitor numbers,
and look forward to seeing future events being even more successful.

A morning photo opportunity near the tram depot, with two The event on Sunday 28th March got off to a fairly steady start, with the two electric
trams, Manchester 765 and Leeds 6, in service and some splendid vintage buses on
preserved Leeds buses and an illuminated railgrinder!

display in front of the tram depot, including the pair which attended the Leeds Day last
November. Inside the depot, an excellent model layout of Heaton Park in miniature, as constructed by Museum Curator Dave Hooker, was the
star attraction – featuring models of various Heaton Park trams past, present and future, as well as a few extra Brush cars! Visitors could also see
progress on the museum displays inside, which have been prepared solely by the Curator over the winter period. It was also pleasing to see that
all four trams had been decorated for the weekend with bunting; all three electric cars had flags adorned on their trolleys, which was a nice
touch. However, the MTMS also went one step further by having their first ever illuminated tram! This was in fact Blackpool works car 752 which
had been decorated with light bulbs, as well as illuminated shields on each end, and stars on the bodysides. The ‘Acdo’ lettering gave away
the fact that these displays had been borrowed from Bolton 66, but 752 looked pretty spectacular nonetheless!
The operation of Manchester horse tram L53 is always a major highlight, and on this day there was added significance, as both L53 and 765
are due to leave the tramway to go out on loan shortly, meaning that this may well have been the last time that both Manchester trams ran in
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service together for some time. When I arrived in the late morning, white horses
Jake and Bob were being prepared for duty, and L53 entered service in the afternoon. Unfortunately the car had to be withdrawn after its first trip due to a minor
technical hitch (even horse trams can break down it seems!), but thankfully this
was nothing too serious and after a brief scare the tram was soon back in action,
and ran for most of the afternoon carrying full loads of happy passengers.
While L53 did its thing, one of the preserved buses gave rides around the park.
Whilst 765 maintained the tram service to Lakeside, Leeds 6 was used for several public driving experiences, with former Blackpool tram driver Alan Williams on
hand to assist the enthusiastic amateurs. At £10 a go, it was hardly a shock that
these driving trips were extremely popular and 6 appeared to operate considerably more TDE journeys than had been planned in order to cope with the high
level of demand.

Later in the day several black cars appeared on the lower section of the tramway, bringing in no less than three local Mayors! As the official opening ceremony
▲▲ Leeds bus 131 chases Leeds tramcar 6 whilst the latter is on
in 1980 had been conducted by the Mayor, it seemed appropriate to re-enact
Tram Driving Experience duty.
this. The Mayoral party were treated to a top deck ride on L53, before posing for
photographs and then the Mayor of Manchester was invited to cut the first of the
day’s celebratory birthday cakes. Not only did she do this, but she then cut up
the entire cake and served it to the eager visitors – how many times can you say
▼▼ Some of the MTMS Committee enjoy a horse tram ride on you’ve been served cake by a Lady Mayor!?
L53 in the company of their VIP guests, as Leeds 6 looks on.
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The Mayor then boarded car 765 and was encouraged to take to the controls,
supervised by MTMS Committee Member Derek Shepherd, for a ceremonial journey in a re-creation of the tramway’s opening ceremony. After this, most of the
invited VIPs departed, and it was then left to the MTMS team to unveil another surprise, in the form of a second birthday cake! The idea of providing two cakes was
to ensure that the tramway’s many loyal supporters all got a chance to enjoy a
slice, as much of the first one was eaten by the special guests! Short light-hearted
speeches were made by key MTMS Personnel including the present Chairman
Alex Gray, who thanked Operations Manager John Whitehouse for his efforts in
organising this excellent weekend of events. Society President Bob Hill then cut
the second cake, which depicted 765 on it, making it different from the first which
had been decorated with a picture of L53.
The latter part of the day saw the much anticipated appearance of 752 on the
main line, fully illuminated despite it still being quite bright and sunny (damn the
clocks for moving forward that weekend!). The tram still attracted its fair share of

After the day’s Driving Experience runs had ended, 765 was parked on the siding with L53 so
that the two Manchester trams could be photographed together one last time, whilst car 6
performed a ‘farewell’ journey before it returned to depot to be prepared for its journey by
road to Beamish just two days later. And, well, that was pretty much that!
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attention and even managed to give a few cab rides to the dedicated few who stayed
late. With the horse tram service coming to an end, L53 was left on the siding adjacent to
the depot, allowing electric trams to rule the tracks once more. An amusing moment occurred when a couple of more modern buses crashed the party; apparently they came to
be posed with the older visiting buses, but by this time all the vintage buses had already left,
so they were quickly sent away again!

My thanks go to everyone who was involved in putting on this fantastic occasion. Clearly
a great deal of planning was put into the day, and it was hugely worthwhile as everyone
present seemed to enjoy themselves and the trams were kept busy all day. Small things, such as flags on the trolley poles of trams, and inviting
local dignitaries to partake in the day’s events, really were the icing on the cake (pardon the bad pun) of what was a really enjoyable day.
Oh, and did I mention that the cake was absolutely delicious too!?
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◄◄ The Mayor of Manchester gets a tram driving lesson on Manchester 765, as
viewed from vantage point of
the horse car’s upper deck.
►► A taste of things to
come? A detailed view of
Dave Hooker’s mini tramway, featuring some familiar
friends as well past visitors,
plus Railcoach 680, Balloons
702 & 704, Stockport 5 and
even Bolton 66. What a lineup!
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▲► Another photo op, this
time for the MTMS team and
the Mayoral party to pose in
front of an award recently
presented to the Society to
recognise the outstanding
restoration work on L53.

Goodbye 712... Hello 249!

By Andrew Waddington

After spending 75 years operating on the Blackpool tramway, Balloon car 712 – now to be known by its original fleet number 249 - left the town
for a new home at Crich Tramway Village, otherwise known as the National Tramway Museum.
712 started life as the last of thirteen open-top streamliners, built by English Electric and delivered to Blackpool in 1934. It is believed to have
been the last standard gauge double-deck open top passenger tramcar built in Britain, as the subsequent double-deck Balloon trams were all
enclosed when new. 249 and its sisters were fully enclosed at around the time of the outbreak of World War 2, and in this form the tram continued
in service for many more years, undergoing various alterations over the years such as the removal of the original twin destination screens at each
end, and panelling over of the curved roof windows. However, it has not been modified to the extent of some other cars andwas therefore chosen
to receive the 1960s green & cream livery to mark the 70th anniversary of the Balloon trams in 2004.

ALAN ROBSON

◄◄ What a picture! This delightful scene
sums up many peoples’ idea of Blackpool
in one photograph: a 1930s streamlined
tram running along the promenade on a
lovely sunny day, with the Tower dominating the scene. 712 was captured here on
Central Promenade in May 2004, newly
painted in 1960s style livery. It seems hard
to believe that this view will almost certainly never be repeated again.

►► Fast forward nearly six years, and a
very different looking 712, fresh from the
Paint Shop in 1930s green & cream livery,
prepares to leave Blackpool. The tram is
shown here alongside the Fitting Shop wall;
notice the green plastic sheet used to protect the paintwork from being damaged in
transit. At least the sheet is in an appropriate Blackpool livery!

SCOTT MOORE

712 was one of several trams used on enthusiast tours to mark the final weekend of traditional
trams running to Fleetwood, on 7th November 2009. Nobody knew at the time, but this actually
turned out to be 712’s last outing in Blackpool, as earlier this year it was announced that it had
been donated to the Tramway Museum Society. Following a repaint into its stylish original livery,
the tram left Rigby Road at approximately 10:40am on the morning of 26th March 2010, arriving
at Crich early the next morning. The tram was then placed in the Exhibition Hall a few days later,
where it is expected to remain as a static exhibit for the foreseeable future.

And, on the right, an added bonus! No, it’s not 712, but rather 720,
which was also on and about the depot fan whilst 712 was being prepared to depart the resort.
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This page shows the process of shunting 712 into position, prior to being winched onto the low loader for its journey to Crich. These two images show 712 being manoeuvred on the depot fan by a forklift truck
(which certainly looks more than a little odd!), with rebuilt sister car
720 visible in the background. This tram is still painted in plain white
and its return to use is still awaited following the recent completion of
its refurbishment. We then move to Blundell Street, where 712 is shown
waiting to be loaded.
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712 cautiously being winched up onto the low loader
from Scott’s hauliers with its wheels being closely observed by engineering staff, to ensure that the tram
does not leave the track. Then, the car is shown sitting in place on the low loader and ready to set off
on its adventure. Having travelled along part of the
former Lytham route, the tram also passed Blackpool
Zoo on the way to its new home.
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▲◄ After it had arrived at Crich Balloon 249 was shunted into the workshop for a thorough wash and to have its lifeguards but back together.
To faciliate this move the Blackpool Electric locomotive was used to
tow the tram.
▲▲ And here’s after it came back out! As you can see, the lifeguards
are now back together, and there has also been another change... can
you spot what it is?! Answers on a postcard to...!
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◄◄ After this work was completed the tramcar was moved into the
Exhibition Hall, where it is now on display next to London 1. This picture
shows the car on the traverser, a railed platform used for moving cars
sideways to gain access to the Exhibition Hall and Depots V and VI.
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▲▲ The tram is nown display in the newly refurbished ‘Century of
Trams’ Exhibition, as can be seen in this view. From left to right the
trams are Chesterfield 8, Derby 1, Manchester Horse-drawn tower
wagon, Leicester 76, Glasgow 1115, Balloon 249, London 1, Den Haag
1147 and Glasgow 1297.

►► We finish with a bonus photohraph! After 249 was delivered to
the museum the trailer that it was on was used to turn around Den
Haag 1147, the museum’s single ended PCC car, so that it could be
better displayed in the Exhibition Hall. It is seen here being towed up
the street by Loco 717 after being turned. In the background can just
be seen Sheffield 74.
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▲► A close up view of 249’s front end, as well as it’s new stable-mate
London 1.

EVENTS DIARY
Date

15th-18th April
24th/25th April
30th April
1st May
1st May
1st May
2nd May
3rd May

Event

Power from the Past
Classic & Vintage Weekend
FTS Convention Weekend: Welcome Evening
FTS Convention Weekend: Depot tour
FTS Convention Weekend: Twin set 5 to Cleveleys
Barn Dance at Seaton Tramway
FTS Convention Weekend: Orange System tour
FTS Convention Weekend: 660 & 622 Timetabled
Service
3rd May
Bird Watching Trip
8th/9th May
Models Weekend
9th May
Morris Minor Day
26th May
Teddy Bear Day
30th May
Enthusiasts’ Tram Event
30th May
Bird Watching Trip
31st May
150 Not Out!
2nd June
Junior Bird Watching Trip
3rd-6th June
Georgian Spring Fair
5th June
40th Birthday Celebrations
6th June
16th Classic Car Show & Green Transport Gathering
20th June
Father’s Day
25th-27th June EuroModel Tram Festival
26th/27th June 1950s Weekend
26th June
Different Standards: Launch of Standard 143
27th June
Totally Transport

Location

Beamish North of England Open Air Museum
East Anglian Transport Museum
Wings Club, Cleveleys
Blackpool & Fleetwood Tramway
Blackpool & Fleetwood Tramway
Seaton Tramway
Blackpool & Fleetwood Tramway
Blackpool & Fleetwood Tramway

Seaton Tramway
Crich Tramway Village
Crich Tramway Village
Seaton Tramway
Crich Tramway Village
Seaton Tramway
Crich Tramway Village
Seaton Tramway
Beamish North of England Open Air Museum
Seaton Tramway
Seaton Tramway
Seaton Tramway
Litomerice Exhibition Grounds
Crich Tramway Village
Blackpool & Fleetwood Tramway
New South Promenade/Ocean Boulevard,
Blackpool
We aim to be accurate with all details carried, however errors may occur. We advise that you check before travelling
to a particular event.

And Finally...

Since it’s inception, ‘And Finally...’ has covered an extremely wide
range of things that are often quite unusual or different - and that’s
certainly true of this month’s installment!

We couldn’t resist including one final image of 712 in
Blackpool! Here we see the
tram on a low loader on Blundell Street, shortly before leaving to swap the seaside for the
Derbyshire countryside! Scott
Moore
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Below are two views from Tramways Monthly reader Bob Hodges - One showing Boat 601 that is preserved in America,
and the other showing Sheffield 264 in operation at Crich many years ago. Bob was prompted to find and send in these
pics after our features including both of them last month; thanks Bob! If any other reader has any ‘random’ photos that they
would like to see published, please do send them to us!
However, even more different than
those rare views is this one that
was taken at Heaton Park during
their recent Anniversary celebrations! It is, of course, the tramway’s
latest member of staff, ‘Martin the
Dalek’! Some tramway depots often had depot cats, however Heaton Park must surely have the very
first tramway Dalek? Let us know if
you know differently!

